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As previously mentioned, you'll need to add a special redgate plugin called the Redgate SQL Prompt plugin to your Visual Studio installation. It's already
installed, under Add-In, if you're using Visual Studio Team Services. On further login/registration, you may need to add the new node to your SQL Prompt
configuration. You can do this by going to Options SQL Prompt and select Add a new SQL Prompt node. You may need to navigate your system's file manager to
locate this node on your system - it is one of the.vssettings files. The New SQL Prompt node dialog shows you information about each node and the capabilities
(or features) it adds to SQL Prompt. Unfortunately, this information is not fully complete at the moment, so you may need to set certain options manually.
You're done! You may need to install the updates for SQL Prompt, if any, before your changes will be properly applied. If you are using your own SQL Prompt
instance, you may want to go to your instance manager (Tools > Options > SQL Prompt) and make sure the right update is selected for your version of the
plugin. A SQL Prompt setting can be used to hide some items when no query objects are being edited. To define the allowed query objects, open Options
(Windows/Options) then SQL Prompt > Options, and specify the QOH when required. A new privacy setting allows you to let other users, within or outside your
organization, view your user settings without sharing your email address. For example, you can access it on the RedGate TBE or on a personal website.
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by using the sql data compare command-line interface (cli) you can also: generate a unified diff between two databases. generate a spreadsheet or pivot table
from the diff. generate a diff for multiple databases and files. generate a link to the diff file that you can share online. compare the diff file with the files from

your sql scripts. visualize the diff. with redgate data compare 14 you can easily compare sql scripts and sql results, without needing to understand the details of
both sides. you can compare all the available sql scripts and results in a single window, regardless of their complexity. this is made possible by the modular
architecture of sql data compare, whereby it supports the subset of sql scripts required to compare against sql results in the same manner. sql scripts and

results are: tables, views, functions, parameters, triggers, constraints, sequences, procedures, and stored procedures. you can use this feature to check if a sql
script contains unwanted changes or results in undefined results. you can also check the difference between the execution plans of sql scripts. finally, you can
compare the results of sql scripts with all the choices that you have in redgate sql manager. for sparse mode, the comparison is equivalent to comparing a sql

script against a stored procedure or stored function. in this case, no tab is displayed, and the cursor is placed at the first difference between a pair of files.
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